A two-phase scheme for accurate predictions of interlaminar stresses in laminated plate and shell structures has been addressed in this study. A modified superconvergent patch recovery (MSPR) technique has been utilized to obtain accurate nodal in-plane stresses which are subsequently used with the thickness integration of the three-dimensional equilibrium equations to evaluate the transverse shear and normal stresses. Remarkably, the continuity of the resulting interlaminar stresses is automatically satisfied. Such a two-phase scheme has been applied successfully to a simple smeared layer model (SLM), i.e., a low-order quadrilateral hybrid/mixed element (HMSH5). This simple procedure is found to be completely equivalent to the far more computationally expensive alternative approaches, e.g., sophisticated layerwise approach, for flat geometry. A fairly large number of numerical examples have been solved and the results have shown that the proposed scheme is fairly reliable and computationally cost effective.
1. Introduction
General
In a great variety of complex composite structural applications, plate and shell finite element models are now almost invariably utilized in many phases of the analysis and design processes. However, some of such complex applications, e.g., failure studies and various damage mechanisms associated with composite materials, have often posed great challenges for the analysts, in view of the fact that they are beyond the capability of conventional shell element theory. Therefore, recent interest has been focused on the theoretical developments and associated computational algorithms for a number of refinements for the plate and shell models to be used in the progressive failure analyses, design, and life predictions of composite laminated structures. One of these refinements, which is addressed in this work, is associated with the high gradients (or extreme discontinuity) of transverse shear strains in highly-anisotropic composite laminates.
Being developed on the basis of hypotheses and assumptions, classical shell theories and formulations are inherently approximate in nature. For instance, constant transverse shear strains and zero normal stress in the thickness direction have been often assumed. However, the transverse shear and normal stresses are usually nonlinear functions of thickness coordinates, due to dislike material in each of the layers. By simply extending the ordinary shell formulations to laminated structures, only the global responses; i.e., displacements, vibration frequencies, stress resultants, and such, can be accurately captured. However, the local responses, such as interlaminar stresses, are only approximated in an integral sense. For instance, using the kinematical assumptions of first-order, shear-deformable, shells, the resulting interlaminar shear stresses become constant within each layer and the transverse normal stress is implicitly taken to be zero through the whole thickness.
On the other hand, it is well known that laminated plate and shell structures are more likely to fail due to "delamination". Consequently, the determination of "accurate" transverse shear stress variation through thickness, especially at lamina interface and free edge, plays a vital role in the progressive failure study for such structures.
To this end, since the classical single-layer shell theory is often inadequate to determine the interlaminar stresses for the laminated plate and shell structures, several refined laminate approaches have been proposed to date to extend the classical shell theory to account for such effects. As far as the shear deformations are concerned, the "typical" kinematical assumptions for these extensions can be classified into several categories: (1) first-order (shear deformation) equivalent-singlelayer (FESL) approach; (2) higher-order (shear deformation) equivalent-single-layer (HESL) approach; (3) layerwise approach. The spirit of these approaches is to reduce the three dimensional problem into a two-dimensional one, thereby reducing the computational cost. A brief literature review of some of the research works concerning these approaches is given in the sequel.
Literature review
Starting with the First-order (shear deformation) equivalent-single-layer (FESL) approach, this approach extends the classical single-layer theory by accounting for the varying layer thickness and material properties in an integral sense. For many applications, the FESL approach provides a sufficiently accurate description of the global laminate response (e.g., transverse deflection, fundamental vibration frequency, critical buckling load, force and moment resultants, etc.). The main advantages of the FESL models are their inherent simplicity and low computational cost due to the relatively small number of dependent variables that have to be solved. However, the FESL models are often inadequate in determining the threedimensional field at the ply level. The major deficiency of the FESL models in modeling composite laminates is that the accuracy of transverse stresses mainly depends on the accuracy of corresponding in-plane stresses when the transverse stresses are computed through stress equilibrium. For example, for a displacementbased shell (plate) element, in order to get a linear distribution for transverse shear stresses along the thickness direction (instead of constant distribution carried out by constitutive equations), at least a linear distribution for in-plane stresses in midsurface is required. This means that one has to utilize quadratic or even higher-order elements; e.g., 9-node or 16-node quadrilateral element, where the surface displacement interpolations of which (i.e., second or higher order polynomials) may lead to the requirements for linear distribution of the in-plane stresses. Actually, this is one of the main motivations for using higher-order elements in early attempts; e.g. Chaudhuri, (1986), Tocher and Hartz, (1967) . However, these elements suffer from the following major deficiencies: (1) computational expensiveness, (2) high distortion sensitivity.
For the Higher-order (shear deformation) equivalent-single-layer (HESL) approach, the transverse stresses can also be carried out through the constitutive equations instead of using the equilibrium. This leads to a higher-order (shear deformation) equivalent-single-layer approach. In this approach, a higher-order kinematics is assumed in thickness direction in order to capture the complex shear deformation of laminated structures. The varying layer thickness and material properties are still considered in an integral sense. Since a higher-order approximation is made in shear deformation and transverse strains, more accurate transverse stresses (compared with those of FESL) can be expected. However, this approach has its own major deficiencies: (1) the variables associated with the higher-order terms have no physical meaning, (2) complex derivation leads to implementation difficulties, (3) almost inextendable to the non-linear plasticity analysis, (4) the continuity of interlaminar stresses is still not satisfied, and (5) computationally expensive.
Both FESL and HESL approaches mentioned above belong to the so-called "smeared layer model" (SLM), because in such a model the varying layer thickness and material properties are only considered in an integral sense. On the other hand, one can also consider each layer (or layer group) individually. This leads to the so-called "discrete layer model" (DLM). The discrete layer model widely used in current literature is the layerwise constant strain approach, layerwise approach in short. In such approach, the transverse strains are discontinuous across the interface of the layers, which leaves a room to satisfy the interlaminar continuity of transverse shear stresses. Such a continuity condition is often enforced through the satisfaction of equilibrium equations along the thickness directions. Unlike the smeared layer models, the layerwise approach accounts for each layer individually which leads to accurate transverse shear stresses. However, corresponding computational expense is also greatly increased. Basically, an assembly process is required to form the element, or laminate, stiffness from the individual layer stiffness. As pointed out by Spilker, Jakobs and Engelmann (1985) the number of degree-of-freedom grows rapidly as the number of layers increases and computer core storage may limit the number of layers allowed. This has motivated a large number of efforts to modify the "direct" layerwise approach, aiming at the reduction in computational expense; e.g. see Averill and Reddy (1992) , Reddy (1993) , Barbero (1992) and Zinno and Barbero (1994) among many others.
Because of their high computational cost, the layerwise and HESL approaches are often applied in combination with less expensive schemes, such as FESL approach to reduce the total computational cost. In other words, since accurate transverse shear stresses are often required only in a certain small region, the rest of the problem domain can be analyzed by using less expensive approaches. The globallocal analysis technique [Ochoa and Reddy, 1992 ] and hierarchic models [Babuska et al., 1992] are motivated by such a consideration. The global-local analysis refers to the combination of layerwise approach and FESL approach in a practical problem. This technique can be considered as an h-version refinement topology. In this, the refinement is made in the thickness direction instead of in the in-plane dimensions. However, transition elements or equivalent computational procedures are needed to pass the variables from the global analysis to the local one. This often leads to implementation complexity and application inconvenience. Parallel to the globallocal analysis, the hierarchic models have been proposed by Babuska and coworkers (1992) . The hierarchic models refer to the combination of HESL and FESL approaches. The hierarchic sequence of the models is classified based on the degree of equilibrium equations satisfied by the model. Different from the global-local analysis technique, for hierarchic models, in a particular application, the accuracy of the region of most interest can be increased by choosing a high order model locally while the whole mesh remains unchanged; thus transition elements are not needed. It is specifically efficient for accounting for the boundary layer effects. This technique can be considered as a p-version refinement topology. Again, in this case the refinement is made in the thickness direction. However, this approach is somewhat restricted in applications because some assumptions must be made to simplify the complicated manual derivation; e.g., only a laminated strip is discussed in [Babuska et al., 1992 ].
Objective and outline
Based on the preceding literature review in the area of handling laminated structures by the two-dimensional analysis, it can be concluded that most, if not all, of the proposed approaches are either too simple to capture the intrinsic behavior of transverse shear and normal stresses at lamina interfaces and free edges (FESL) or too expensive and/or restrictive to be applied independently (HESL, layerwise, global-local technique and hierarchic models). The present effort focuses on the development of a low-order quadrilateral model and layerwise equivalent finite element approach for general laminate shell applications. As demonstrated in the applications section, the resulting model is not only computationally economical but also capable of accurately predicting stress components at the layer level.
To this end, we are introducing a two-phase hierarchical approach to accurately predict interlaminar stresses corresponding to localized regions of high transverse strain fields across the thickness in laminates. In its first phase, a modified super convergent patch recovery (MSPR) technique is utilized to obtain accurate, through the thickness, distributions of nodal in-plane stresses. These are subsequently utilized, in the second phase, together with the thickness integration of the three-dimensional (3D) equilibrium equations to evaluate the transverse shear and normal stresses.
In summary, in our proposed methodology, the classical FESL approach has been extended by exploiting an appropriate stress projection, i.e., modified superconvergent patch recovery technique (MSPR), as post-processing. Since the superconvergent property of in-plane stresses can be obtained by this MSPR technique, the corresponding transverse stress can be carried out accurately by satisfying the equilibrium through-the-thickness pointwise. The mathematical derivations prove that such a simple approach is actually equivalent (in terms of the good quality and accuracy of results) to the more sophisticated, layerwise, approach for the case of plate structures. The proposed scheme is readily extendible to include both geometric and material nonlinear effects (since such an extension is made outside the main finite element's formulation). In addition, like the underlying FESL approach, it is also applicable to thin as well as to moderately thick laminate plate-and shell-type structures. The present methodology has been applied to a fairly large number of sample problems using the modified HMSH5 quadrilateral element ] as a vehicle for analysis to assess its efficiency, accuracy and robustness.
Modified Superconvergent Patch Recovery (MSPR) Procedure
In this section, the Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) scheme proposed by ) is extended to the present Modified Superconvergent Patch Recovery (MSPR). The major modification is that an isoparametric coordinates system is utilized in MSPR to perform the least square fitting. Thus, MSPR can be applied to general curved shell applications, and the resulting geometrical interpolatory scheme is thus completely devoid of any singularity in general geometries of element patches, see also Sec. 7.1.2.
In the MSPR procedure, the nodal in-plane stress vector σ * is assumed to be a polynomial expansion. Such a polynomial is valid over an element patch surrounding the particular assembly node considered (see Fig. 1 ); where the element patch has nine nodes defining its geometry of such a patch as shown in Fig. 1 . The polynomial expansion may be expressed for each i th component of σ * , as
where P = [1, r, s, rs] and a is a set of unknown parameters. The polynomial expansion in Eq. (1) is expressed in the isoparametric coordinate defined by the 9 nodes of the patch, that is
where x = (x, y, z) are the Cartesian coordinates of a point in the patch; x k is the position vector of nodal point k on the reference surface; e
are the components of a unit vector emanating from node k in the fiber direction; h k is the fiber dimension of shell thickness at node k; and N k is the "familiar" two-dimensional Lagrangian shape function in terms of (r, s) associated with node k.
The determination of the unknown parameters a of the expansion given in Eq. (1) is best made by ensuring a least square fit of this to the set of superconvergent (or at least high accuracy) sampling points existing in the patch considered, if such points are available. Since the MSPR procedure is performed in an isoparametric surface with constant thickness-coordinate t, it can be omitted in the following for convenience. To perform the least square fit we minimize the following function:
where (r i , s i ) are the natural coordinates of a group of "optimal" sampling points, σ h (r i , s i ) are the components of the in-plane stress vectors calculated directly from finite element analysis (where their components are resolved in the local coordinates at centroid of each corresponding element). In addition to the basic form of error terms in Eq. (3) above, several other modifications and enhancements to the original SPR strategy have also been proposed in the literature; e.g., to
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The minimization condition of F (a) implies that the unknown parameter vector a has to satisfy
This can be solved in matrix form as
where
For boundary nodes, the patches are assembled and solved in the way shown in Figs. 2 and 3, i.e., we simply recover the stresses at the edge and corner nodes for the corresponding patch associated with the adjacent interior nodes. In addition to its simplicity, this boundary treatment will also maintain the important property of superconvergence for the present linear quadrilateral element. This latter property has been confirmed in all our numerical experiments performed to date. The same property was also demonstrated for the plane-stress/strain cases in Zhu (1992, 1994) . See also related discussions in the later Sec. 7.1.2. Furthermore, we have also performed a number of limited numerical experiments utilizing alternate recovery schemes in which additional conditions are included; e.g., traction-free conditions at free edges, specified boundary displacements, etc., but the results did not exhibit any significant improvements. Extended work and results of this type will be reserved for a future publication.
As in the SPR procedure precisely the same matrix A is needed for the solution of each component of σ * and hence only a single evaluation of such a matrix is necessary. Since only four equations need to be solved for each patch in the case of the present linear quadrilateral element we considered, the whole procedure is quite inexpensive. On the other hand, because the sample points are located in the centroid of each element and the stress functions in Eq. (1) are complete bilinear polynomials, the superconvergent property of recovered nodal stresses (both interior and boundary) still remains.
It is also worthwhile repeating that the singularity problem in SPR is completely eliminated here (see Sec. 7.1.2). This singularity problem, which is also noticed by Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1994) is that the determinate of the matrix A defined in Eq. (5) is not always nonzero if the recovery scheme is formed in the global coordinate described in the SPR. Thus, the SPR will not be applicable for some geometrical patch alignments (see Sec. 7.1.2).
The patch recovery technique provides not only the superconvergence of the inplane nodal stresses themselves but also their accurate (first) derivatives from the bilinear polynomial assumptions on each patch. Therefore, the following step of applying 3D stress equilibrium equations becomes more straightforward. In addition, applying the patch recovery technique to the hybrid/mixed formulation provides the same superconvergent rate to all three in-plane stress components rather than being treated differently in their original polynomial assumptions, i.e., linear assumption for σ x and σ y , constant assumption for τ xy ; see references Saleeb et al., (1987, 1988, 1990 ). This equal importance of the rate of convergence of all three recovered in-plane stresses benefits the following procedure of applying the equilibrium equations. In particular, the above three in-plane stresses have equal position in equilibrium equations (see Sec. 3) and the final solutions for recovering interlaminar stresses can be disturbed by any lack of accuracy in any of the in-plane components.
Transverse Stresses via Equilibrium Equations
The elasticity equilibrium equations for the ith layer of a multi-layered laminate have the following general form
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Here, σ denotes the symmetric Cauchy stress tensor; and ρb are the body forces (which will be neglected in the following equations), and Div is the divergence operator.
The three differential equations of equilibrium, i.e, Eq. (7), give three relations, namely,
and
from which the transverse stresses τ xz , τ yz and σ z can be evaluated through integration with respect to the laminate thickness z. As described previously, the in-plane normal stresses σ x and σ y and the in-plane shear stress τ xy utilized in Eq. (8) are obtained by the modified superconvergent patch recovery scheme. The final τ xz and τ yz for the ith layer whose z-dimension ranges between h i−1 at the bottom to h i at the top, of an N -layer laminated shell can be integrated through the thickness either from the bottom surface, i.e.,
or, from the top surface, i.e.,
Note that since ∂ x , ∂ y and τ xy are linearly distributed along the thickness in each layer, the transverse shear stresses computed from Eqs. (9) are quadratic variations through the thickness.
Continuity of Interlaminar Transverse Shear Stresses
Integrating either Eqs. (9a) and (9b), starting from the bottom surface (or Eqs.
(9c) and (9d)), starting from the top surface) could, in principle, lead to different values for transverse shear stresses at a given location, i.e., a nonunique solution for transverse shear stresses can be obtained. However, it will be proved next that the interlaminar continuity of the transverse shear stresses is actually automatically satisfied utilizing the proposed approach.
In the regular finite element formulation, the equilibrium through the thickness is satisfied in an integral sense, that is,
In addition, the transverse shear stresses are usually known at the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate (e.g., zero for no surface tractions), i.e.,
Substituting from Eqs. (11a) and (11b) into Eqs. (10a) and (10b) respectively, and noting that in the modified superconvergent recovery technique the in-plane stress components satisfy the in-plane equilibrium equations in each layer, i.e., Eqs. (8a), (8b) and (10a) can be integrated through the thickness utilizing the proposed procedure as
This can be expressed as (after exchanging the integration limits)
Similarly, Eq. (10b) can be expressed as
From Eqs. (13a), (13b) and Eqs. (9a) and (9b), one concludes that the interlaminar shear stresses are thus continuous across each layer, i.e., the continuity of interlaminar shear stress is satisfied. 
Equivalent Layerwise Linear Kinematics
We now focus on a typical layer (Fig. 4) . The stress resultants of such typical layer i can be expressed according to Fig. 4 as
where n and m are the resultant vectors of normal forces and bending moments, respectively; σ e α is Cauchy stress vector on the plane whose normal is defined by e α ; α = 1, 2 for plane x-z and y-z, respectively; and, the symbol (⊗) indicates cross product of vectors. Integrate equilibrium equations, i.e., Eq. (7), through the thickness of the layer i yields the following set of static field equations:
and boundary conditions,
where (.) α α is the covariant derivative of the quantity (indicated in Eq. (15b)) with respect to lamina direction α; i−1 q and i q are the traction force vectors, and the superscript i − 1 and i refer to the lower and upper surfaces of layer i, respectively; ν α (α = 1, 2) are the components of the normal vector of boundary Ω σ ; and i a k is the orthonormal basis system describing the deformed cross-section of layer i.
Again, due to the effect of transverse shear strains, the "director" vector i a 3 is generally not normal to the current middle surface of the ith layer.
An equivalent discrete weak formulation can be obtained by weighting the field equations with test functions δ i x 0 and δ i w, i.e.,
where δ i w is the axial vector following the variation of the basis system i a k in the current configuration, i.e.,
Assuming that the axial displacement is linearly distributed along the thickness within each layer, i.e.,
where the variable δ i a 3 in general is different for different layers, our objective is to prove that the axial displacement is actually continuous across the interface of the layers. To this end, it is known that the contribution of the interlaminar stress i q (i = 0, 1, . . . , N) within the variational formulation has to vanish, i.e.,
Since 0 q and N q are equal to zero, Eq. (19) can be rewritten (after employing Eq. (18)) as follows:
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Thus, one finally gets
that is, the continuity of interlaminar kinematics condition is obtained. This shows equivalency in the sense of layerwise-constant transverse shear strain distribution as with more sophisticated layerwise kinematics models Babuska et al., (1992), Manjunatha, (1988, 1994 ), Reddy, (1993), Ren, (1986 Ren, ( ,1987 , Seide and Chaudhuri, (1987) , Sciuva, (1987), Spilker et al., (1977 Spilker et al., ( , 1985 among several others.
The mathematical arguments and proofs given above for interlaminar-stresscontinuity and layerwise constant strain equivalency are based on the requirement that in-plane equilibrium satisfaction is approached. For flat geometry, this fact is met simply because the superconvergency of in-plane stresses is achieved "exactly". For general spatially-curved shells, however, since the element patches can not fully match the curved geometry, the superconvergency of in-plane stresses is only approached asymptotically through mesh refinement.
Remark 2:
As a corollary to the above remark, the asymptotic property of superconvergence must also carry over to the interpretation of all the "equivalency" results given. That is, this latter equivalency does not imply "equality" or "identity" in the strict mathematical sense, but rather it indicates comparable accuracy and good quality of the results. In particular, in practice, where relatively coarse meshes are utilized, results from the present approach and those from alternatives based on truly layerwise formulations, will be different in their details. For example, direct evaluation of interlaminar stresses (i.e., from constitutive equations) will not guarantee their continuity. Furthermore, the degree of approximations (in-plane discretizations) of the underlying plate/shell formulations (e.g. 4-noded, 9-noded, etc.) will also impact the accuracy of respective results in any of these latter schemes.
Considering the important practical situations involving free edges in laminated plate/shell problems, additional important factors will also come to play. Here, the characteristic sharp variations (singularities, localizations, etc.) in the gradients of the in-plane stress fields must be captured, through local in-plane mesh refinement near these edges, before ensuring the prerequisite (close) satisfaction of equilibrium conditions in the present approach (of course, accuracy considerations demand similar mesh refinements in other alternative approaches, irrespective of the degree of approximations utilized in the thickness direction). Although not specifically addressed here, our numerical experiments with such problems have yielded results that are quite positive. In particular, the recovery scheme utilized was found very effective in capturing nearly-singular variations in stresses at edges, and an important case to the point is included in Sec. 7.4 for a strongly-anisotropic beam problem.
Interlaminar Transverse Normal Stress
The transverse normal stress can be obtained by integrating the second-order differential equation, i.e., Eq. (8c), twice. Two constants of integration result for each layer. Two described stress conditions on the top and bottom surfaces plus continuity conditions at layer interface are insufficient to define all those constants of integration for laminate problems. However, in a thin plate/shell problem, such a transverse normal stress can be approximated as
Compute locally
Compute globally (22) where the constants C 3 and C 4 are obtained from the known values of σ z at z = ±H/2 (H is the total thickness of the laminate). It is worthwhile to mention that unlike in Eqs. (9a) and (9b), the second derivatives of the in-plane stress components appear in Eq. (22) . Because of the bilinear assumption in Eq. (1), only a constant results for the terms between the brackets in Eq. (22) . Thus the transverse normal stress is expected to be less accurate than the corresponding transverse shear stresses; (e.g., a bi-quadratic polynomial assumption has to be introduced to get the same or comparable accuracy). In addition, such a normal stress can also be discontinuous across the interface of the layers. In fact, the continuity of interlaminar transverse normal stress can not be generally satisfied until the equality of the derivatives of axial displacements at interfaces are enforced.
Numerical Examples
The solution scheme developed above has been implemented in conjunction with a 5-noded mixed shell linear-quadrilateral element, designated here as HMSH5, (i.e., with independently assumed displacement/rotation and strain fields within the element) for the analysis of composite laminates; e.g. see . In this, the mixed element possesses a multi-layered capability (e.g., see Wilt, Saleeb and Chang (1990) in which each layer contains (3×3) integration points in the lamina plane in addition to two integration points in the thickness direction. All numerical results reported here have been obtained using this model. These are selected to demonstrate the capabilities, as well as various aspects, of the proposed scheme; e.g., robustness, accuracy and computational efficiency. In particular, an emphasis is placed on laminated plate/shell problems with relatively small thickness aspect ratios (i.e., moderate and thick cases) where greater effects of transverse shear deformations exist, together with complex distributions of interlaminar stresses. However, for completeness, we have also included the results of a composite shell problem with a range of thicknesses (i.e., from thick to thin regimes). In these numerical simulations, comparisons with available "exact" solutions as well as other independent numerical schemes are also presented.
7.1.
Convergence of nodal in-plane stresses obtained by MSPR 7.1.1. A square plate subjected to specified displacement field A square plate with unit length is subjected to a specified displacement field as
where the origin of the x-and y-axes is located at the bottom left corner of this plate, i.e., x and y range between 0 and 1. The displacement field u(x, y) vanish along the plate boundary. The local error of the recovery stress σ x is examined at a nodal point with coordinates of (0.25, 0.25) where the exact solution has the values of σ x = 0.375. Uniform subdivisions 4×4, 8×8 and 16×16 meshes are used in the finite element analysis. The results of σ x obtained using the proposed scheme are listed in Table 1 for different mesh size. The error of stress obtained from the MSPR scheme is depicted in Fig. 5 . As shown from this figure, the theoretically expected superconvergent rate of 2 is reached here. 
Infinite plate with central circular hole
The problem considered here is a portion of an infinite plate with a central circular hole subjected to a unidirectional tensile stress equal to unity as shown in Fig. 6 . Plane strain conditions are assumed with a Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3 and Young's modulus E = 1000. A small portion of the plate near the hole is considered for analysis. By making use of symmetry, only a quarter of such a portion is analyzed. The boundary conditions are prescribed such that symmetry conditions are imposed on edges AB and ED; and the plate is loaded by tractions given by an analytic where (r, θ) are the usual polar coordinates. Three mesh sizes are used for the analysis, i.e., (12×6), (24×12) and (36×18). The recovered stresses are examined at the nodal point (1.5, 45 0 ) where the exact solution has the values of σ x = 1.1481481, σ y = −0.14814810 and τ xy = −0.22222229. Results from the finite elements are listed in Table 2 along with those from the analytical solution. The errors in stresses are also depicted in Fig. 7 for different mesh size. Again the numerical results show that the superconvergent property is fully preserved in the proposed MSPR scheme. It is of interest to note the patch surrounding the point (1.5, 45 0 ) (see Fig. 8 ). If the patch recovery scheme is formed in the global coordinates, the matrix P in Eq. (1) takes the following form
It is easy to verify that matrix P is singular and thus matrix A is also singular (see Eq. (6)), which leads to non-unique solutions of the unknown parameters a. However, if the original axes are rotated by an angle of 45 0 and the SPR is performed in such a new coordinate system (x , y ) (see Fig. 8 ), the matrix P becomes:
This matrix P is non-singular unless a = c . Such a singularity-free treatment of rotating the axes is particularly important for most general cases involving shells curved in space. Here, we completely by-pass the above singularity problem and adopt surface-(lamina)-based components for the physical stresses in the shell elements (see details in , with polynomial expansions in terms of the natural/isoparametric coordinates, in Eqs. 1 and 26, when performing the patch recovery scheme. The material coefficients for each layer are
where the subscripts L and T signify the parallel and transverse directions, respectively, to the fiber. The following normalized quantities are defined with respect to the data
By making use of symmetry conditions, only a quarter of a plate has been used for the analysis in which a mesh of 8×8 HMSH5 elements is utilized. Comparisons of the stresses obtained using the MSPR approach with those provided either by analytical solutions or numerical simulations, e.g., layerwise approach, are given in Tables 3-8 for the four plate problems. Typical distributions for transverse stresses over plate thickness are depicted in Figs. 9 and 10 for first plate problem and in Figs. 11 and 12 for the third one. It is worthwhile to mention that the accurate transverse stresses provided by the present scheme are based on the more accurate in-plane stresses coming from the patch projection technique.
Remark 5:
All the transverse shear stresses reported are evaluated at the corner point of the discretized model (due to symmetry considerations) for the four plate problems. The worst approximation of the transverse stresses using the patch recovery scheme may occur in such corner nodes since the in-plane stresses are extrapolated from a patch similar to that shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, the derivatives of these stresses with respect to x and y are evaluated at the "dimensional limits" (i.e., x = a/2 and y = b/2). To improve accuracy, the entire or half of the problem can be modeled instead of its quarter. In this case the transverse stresses are still evaluated at the boundaries, but they are away from the corners thus at least one of the derivatives (with respect to x or y) is not in the dimension limit. Certainly, computational cost will increase by such a solution. However, this is the case if there is no symmetrical condition in the problem, such as the angle-ply plate examples illustrated in the following section. It is also worthwhile to emphasize that the best approximation would be inside element patch. Two square angle-ply laminated plates are considered: (1) two layers of equal thickness with each ply alternately oriented at +15 0 and −15 0 to the x-y axes of the plate; (2) eight layers of equal thickness with each ply alternately oriented at +45 0 and −45 0 to the x-y of the plate. The plates are simply supported by smooth pins allowing tangential displacements along the boundaries and subjected to sinusoidal load as the one given in Eq. (27) . The lamina properties are similar to those given in Eq. (28) for the first case, while they are defined by the following properties for the second case
The whole plate has been analyzed using a 16×16 uniform mesh. The results for these two particular problems are compared only with those provided by other finite element solutions since there is no exact three-dimensional solution in a finite domain for the angle-ply plate. The variation of transverse shear stress τ yz through the plate thickness of the first case is depicted in Fig. 13 along with that given by Kant and Manjunatha, (1994) . The variation of shear stress τ xz is predicted in Fig. 14 with that predicted by a higher order element as reported by Kant and Pandya, (1988) .
Cross-ply shell problems
Two laminated cylindrical-type shells are considered in this section. The first one is an infinitely long partially cylindrical simply supported shell under transverse loading as shown in Fig. 15 . The shell is analyzed for a single-layer (0), two-layer (0/90) and three-layer (0/90/0) with three different radius-to-thickness ratios, i.e., 4, 10 and 100. A (4×4) mesh size is adapted for such a shell. The transverse shear stresses obtained utilizing the HMSH5 element for different number of layers and different radius-to-thickness ratios are depicted in Figs. 16-24 along with those provided by exact solutions and other results given in Ren, (1987) .
The second problem is a simply supported complete cylinder with ten layers (0/90/0 . . .) under internal pressure as shown in Fig. 25 . Because of symmetry, only a quarter of the shell has been analyzed utilizing (6×4) HMSH5 elements. The variation of the transverse shear stress through the shell thickness is depicted in Fig. 26 along with the 'exact' one reported in Noor and Peters, (1989) . Again, the proposed approach shows very good agreement with exact solution and is equivalent to the layerwise approach. Fig. 26 . Variation of transverse shear stress (τ rθ ) through thickness for simply supported tenlayered composite cylinder subjected to internal pressure p = p 0 sin πξ cos 8θ.
Remark 6:
Extending the superconvergence patch recovery algorithm from plate to curved shell structures required more consideration into the curvature effects. Therefore, the natural coordinates (r, s) have been adopted in each individual patch instead of global Cartesian coordinates (x, y) in the case of plate. Note that the generated patch, in general, does not coincide with any of the individual element geometry in the patch. Therefore, the in-plane stresses at the optimal points provided by the normal finite element procedure are generally not on the patch surface. As a result, the accuracy of the superconvergence patch recovery scheme might be somewhat disturbed. This is demonstrated in the proceeding shell problems in which the transverse stresses are integrated from the bottom to top surfaces through the thickness and their values at top surface are all shown to slightly deviate away from the expected correct values of zero. However, this disturbance can approach zero with further refined meshes.
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Remark 7:
From the numerical results provided in Sec. 7.2, one can observe that a good overall accuracy is generally reached by the proposed scheme, indeed its accuracy is comparable to the other layerwise and higher-order elements for both thin and moderately thick plates. Furthermore, in terms of computational efficiency, the proposed approach has shown a greater advantage, since the cost of the post-processing is only a small fraction of the total analysis cost. That is, the total cost of the proposed approach is only proportional to the total number of degrees of freedom (5 DOF/node) of the problem and is independent of the number of the layers considered. For example, if the total number of nodes in a problem is N , the total computational cost of the proposed approach will be proportional to 5N . On the other hand, considering a "direct" layerwise approach, and in the case of a problem containing a total of N nodes and a total of M layers, the total computational expense is correspondingly proportional to N (2M + 3). For the eight-layer laminated problem illustrated in Sec. 7.2.2, for instance, the total computational cost of the layerwise approach is almost four times as much as that of the present one.
Robustness of the projection-layerwise-equivalent approach
A ten-layer cross-ply square plate panel with L = 1, h/L = 0.05 proposed by Noor and Kim, (1995) has been adopted in this section. The fiber orientation of the laminates is arranged in the [0/90/0/90/0] s scheme. The panel is subjected to transverse loading p = sin πx sin πy. The material properties are as follows:
To assess the effect of mesh distortion on the accuracy of the distribution of the transverse shear stresses through the thickness, the finite element mesh is distorted such that the distortion ratio of a 1 /a varied from 0.5 to 0.2 as shown in Fig. 27 . The transverse shear stresses are evaluated at point A, B and C. The results from the present approach along with those provided by Noor and Kim, (1995) are presented in Figs. 28 and 29. As evident from these figures, both approaches perform very well for this problem. The present approach shows better performance even though the total number of degrees of freedom used in the present approach is much less than those in Noor and Kim, (1995) (i.e., 39 versus 54 dof per element).
Different from the model proposed in Noor and Kim, (1995) in which the accuracy of the transverse stresses on the three points (point A, B and C) are comparable, the accuracy of such stresses varies in the present approach, as shown in Fig. 30 . It is worthy to note that the patch surrounding point A always contains the most distorted 4 elements (no matter how the mesh is refined) in the distorted configurations. Thus, the transverse stresses at this point are expected to be much more affected by distortion than the other points (i.e., point B and C). However, all the results are still comparable with those of Noor and Kim, (1995). 
Hyper-anisotropic cantilever beam under bending loads
This problem was proposed by P. Simacek, V. N. Kaliakin and R. B. Pipes (1993). It was intended to describe numerical phenomena associated with the analysis of hyper-anisotropic materials (namely, fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites -FRTC) possessing a direction of near inextensibility. It poses several challenges in dealing with element-locking potential (dependent on fiber orientation), spurious tension modes, etc. Several cases demonstrating some of these numerical difficulties, for both low-order (four-noded) and higher-order (nine-noded) shell elements, have been well documented in the above reference. The problem description is shown in Fig. 31 
In Eq. (32), the three independent material constants µ L , µ T and β characterize the elastic moduli/rigidities (or their counterpart viscosities of the fluid-like FRTC in processing modeling with strain rate replacing strains in Eq. (32)). These constants are related to the more conventional moduli µ 11 , µ 22 and µ 12 in the following manner: It is worthy of note that the ratio between longitudinal, µ 11 , and transverse, µ 22 , moduli in the present case (see Fig. 31 ) is extremely high, i.e., roughly 10 8 . The exact solution for this problem gives a constant, in-plane, shear stress of value 1.0, and a zero normal stress almost everywhere except for two very narrow singularity regions at upper and lower fibers. This is the well-known phenomenon of "stresschanneling". Note that, although the beam is under a bending load, all deformations are basically of the pure-shear type. Figure 32 shows the oscillation of "raw" results for the normal stress distribution through the thickness at the free end. Note also that this oscillation is greatly reduced after MSPR, but the important feature of two "thin" boundary layers of stress singularity are still well reproduced.
Conclusions
Utilizing a direct two-phase, hierarchical, scheme for laminated plate and shell models, the in-plane stresses with high accuracy have been recovered on the basis of the modified superconvergent patch recovery approach. In this, the equilibrium equations can be satisfied accurately enough to carry out the subsequent calculations of transverse stresses. In particular, the continuity of the inter-laminar transverse shear stresses has been shown to be automatically satisfied in the asymptotic limit of mesh refinements. The proposed approach can be considered as an extension of the equivalentsingle-layer approach. As such, this patch-recovery/stress-equilibrium strategy has been applied to a mixed shell formulation of the simplest, linear-quadrilateral, type. The results of the extensive number of test cases and comparisons included here have clearly demonstrated its effectiveness. Combined together this hierarchical approach has also led to a formal mathematical proof of the "equivalency" of the resulting model to the more elaborate descriptions using the layer-wise technique, at least for the case of flat geometry (and also with sufficient mesh refinement for shells with curved geometry).
Overall the presented approach possesses a number of advantages. First, being still built on the underlying simple surface kinematics of the shell element, all such desirable attributes of low-order models (e.g., reduced distortion sensitivity, inherent simplicity, and their appeal in nonlinear applications) are preserved. Secondly, with its present simple post-processing format, the approach is quite computationally inexpensive for both linear and nonlinear problems. Finally, the same approach presented can, of course, be applied to other plate/shell models.
